Abstract An interface-tracking method based on a phase-field modeling is evaluated for numerical simulation of thermal liquid-vapor flows with phase change. In the flow field, the interface with a finite width between phases is autonomously formed according to the free-energy theory. The phase-field method therefore needs no conventional elaborating algorithms for advection and reconstruction of the interfaces. From the numerical results of two-dimensional van-der-Waals fluid flows around a critical point, it is confirmed that the phase-field method is useful for more understanding microscopic two-phase flows with heat and mass transfer across the interfaces, such as bubble nucleation on heater and cavitations around solid body.
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long-range interaction of fluid particles B:
short-range interaction of fluid particles I:
second-rank isotropic tensor k:
thermal conductivity p: pressure in homogeneous system T:
flow velocity vector x,y,z: position in Cartesian coordinate system (Greek letters) ∆:
spatial or time increment in finite difference scheme 
, no slip 
